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About This Game

You are a Soviet Bear and you’ve decided laundry a Brick!
For us, Humans it is obvious than this idea threatensthis and it’s better not to try do it.

But how unhappy Bear will know it?
Well, he still has to learn what will be if to try Wash a Brick…

That what hasn’t killed us, will make us stronger…

This game is 50% Horror and 49% Runner + 1% Action.

There is six levels in this game.
1. Introduction.

2. The stair.
3. The labyrinth.
4. The corridor.

5. The space.
6. The rocket jump.

Plus 2 more bonus levels!
If necessary, in this game there are cheat codes for quick passage.

And the main feature of the game, a large and complex labyrinth (Level 3).
This labyrinth is two-story!

Try to find a way out!
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In the game you can get 8 Achievements!

Go! Let's Wash Your Bricks!
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Good game with awesome 8-bit colors. Recommended getting it!. It’s an enjoyable game for a younger audience or in small
doses. If you play it for hours you will get tired of it, because in the long run its gameplay gets repetitive – and that is Doodle
God’s biggest flaw.

7/10. 99c. why not. Running k-series tranny tuned on the civic is fast.. This game proves that 3D platformers are alive and well
with interesting levels and music. However the kicking can be a bit delayed at times, though this does not afffect my overall
experience with the game. I hope that this game will continue to get better over time.. I love this game. Played it since I was
young. I still do speed runs with it using my original game and a Mac OS 9 emulator. Hopefully version this will be less glitchy.
Still would like a Mac compatible version through Steam though. For now, I guess we'll see how cleanly Windows 10 via
Parallels runs it. Glad they put this one up.. So far this looks like an Early Access title, but released as a full game. I gave it two
chances today (relatively short, looking at my play time), however at the end of the day I decided to get a refund.

There are games which look bad, but make this up with gameplay. Here, unfortunately, it was not the case for me. Mediocre
models, bad animations, really not much fun. Not to mention, some of the options in game look like some debugging-era
leftovers, which were never changed into something more user-friendly (switching graphical settings with +\/-? seriously? I have
to take off my headset to switch graphical options in the game?). I tried to force myself and play the game further, but couldn't.
This game needs lots of polish before being worth 15 EUR (not to mention, without the discount it is worth 20 EUR).

The concept is kinda cool, the execution is bad. The game feels incomplete and looks like it was quickly done to catch up with
new VR market. Maybe I'll go back to it if developers decide to update and evolve it into a better product. In my opinion, right
now it is not worth the money.

Although I must admit, reload mechainc on the Rifle was kinda cool.. Completed it mate.
. I like it alot, Im always looking for this kind of games since tekken card tournament.
It has comentary and some decent graphics and a good range of different kind of customazations. Hats, sneakers, glasses,
bandanas and some other stuff to unlock, the jackets look the best, you can make a new char for 20k$ what is not so crazy
much, maybe 3 fights or trainings.
The first half hour I didn't get you attacking 1 round and defending 1 round. I first was searching for my defence card to play,
but you have a defence deck and an attack deck for each round. If you play head card and he plays a headcard too than its a
defence.
For this price fore sure its good, it could be 10 bucks and nobody would complain.

there are some small things ofc what could be improved like the KO or TKO moment could be abit more fluent, or that when
you are in the training and go to deck it would be nice to go back to trainng and not to the main menu or to search cards by name
maybe. Or for me the biggest, why I cant fight others in multiplayer.

But to be honest if was really fun once you understand that you have a deck for each round, and take away old cards with the
less energy but with equal or more power or defence to get better. I made first an more obvious choice with bxoing and
kickboxing and later made a mu thai wrestling mix, what I like cause of the defence.

The feeling was of everything was almost like.... let's get ready to rumble!

Fun game
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An interesting game. Each playthrough is different. It frustrated the hell out of me at times, yet I still enjoyed playing it. The
soundtrack is lovely.. Lovely game, with nice aesthetics. It's pretty short (which may be good or bad for you), and it's not exactly
_groundbreaking_, but world would be nicer with more Wunderdoktor.. I totally enjoyed this game, it plays really well. You can
control the boy with a mouse as I did or you can use a controller if you'd prefer, either way it plays well, but I prefer a mouse
and keyboard with this game. This Adventure game is fairly short which I like, as it does not drag on like other games can. KU
is quite easy to play there are not alot of enemys coming at you, so if you dont like difficult games then this is a good game for
you. The handdrawn artwork is very nice and unique. Also there are some fighting Arenas that open up at the end, so you can
test your skills out there. My advise would be look at some youtube videos of the game, as thats what helped me make my
choice to buy this game and see what you think of it. I have no regrets buying this game, I feel it was worth it, although quite
short .... To the DEVELOPERS, this is a very nice game in my opinion, It does play really well now. I hope there are more
chapters coming to this nice game, as I'd like to see more to this story about KU ; ) Keep up the fantastic work you are all doing
and THANK YOU. : ). Another one of those 'match 3 colors' games. In this one you have to guide a stream across the colored
blocks using arrows which you can turn using your mouse. It's ok I guess, it entertained me enough to write a little review about
it. If you can get it cheap, it's worth a try.

[Rating: 71\/100]. Quite the surprise!
Although the game lacks some polish (texts, balance, pace...) the game is deep enough for a few hours of mind struggling.
For myself, kind of a fan of 4x and merchant strategy, the game has some good mechanics. No need for spreadsheets. There are
very few different commodities whose prices changes every turn. That forces you to redo your trade routes again and again, at
least until you get the mechanics of investments. Also you cannot spend an infinite amount of money each turn (diminishing
returns, remember?) so after a while you don't need to trade anymore. That's a good thing.
The combat mechanics are a bit complex and very shallowly explained. But once you get the hold on it is interesting. I've been
just reloading savegames to test combat strategies. And only tried one race.
I guess the game can easily provide beyond 20 hours of solo entertainment for a fan of the genre. Hopefully that helps you if
you consider buying the game.. I was willing to give this game a try. I love tower defense games and thought thats what this was
going to be like.... Not so much.
Now i realize the game is in early access so ill try to not be to critical, But i just dont see this getting any better.
This took me like 5 reloads to try to understand what the hell to do, Before i could figure anything out i would get killed and
have to reload yet again.
The game is just boring, Take it off EA and let it cook a bit longer or all your going to end up with is a crap load of negative
reviews.. Very enjoyable gameplay and beautiful story. The only downside is the combat turned a little boring towards the end.
Recommend!
. Pretty fun game not worth 25 euro's but 10 euro's would be fine
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